There are really 4 opportunities to Earn with HariomAdvertising :
*⃣ Paid to click ( View Advertisements )
*⃣ Using ad services to generate leads to make money in your primary business
*⃣ Revenue sharing
*⃣ Direct sales commissions

4 Ways To Earn With HariomAdvertising.com
HariomAdvertising is a website that allows its members to earn money online
in a multitude of different ways.
Setting up an account is FREE.
Let’s dive in to the 4 Ways we can earn with the site.
1⃣ Revenue Sharing
HariomAdvertising generates money by selling advertising on the site. This
advertising can be purchased to promote any home business you like.
The revenue that is generated from this advertising is then shared out to the
membership equally. All members with revenue sharing ‘Ad service’ will get
paid. An Ad service costs $10 and will earn you $11 over time.
An Ad service costs $25 and will earn you $30 over time.
Any revenue the company makes from advertising sales will be shared with the
membership and pay money into your account.
Money is shared every hour. To qualify for this, you need to have clicked 4 ads
on that day. This takes about 5 minutes in total.
2⃣ view Advertisements
The second way to earn from the site is through clicking on ads.
These are called ‘View Advertisements ’.
PTC ads, each worth from $0.001, $0.005, $0.01,$0.015,$0.02.
When you click one of those buttons, you have to watch an ad for up to 60
seconds. Then you will be paid the amount of money displayed into your
account balance. You can click on as many as you like until they run out for the
day. The next day, you will see more to click.

3⃣Referring Others To Hariom Advertising
(totally optional, but you can earn more)
Referral Commissions
The site will give you 10% in referral commissions every time a person you have
referred buys an advertising product. This include Ad service (as that is advertising
too).
View Advertisements
Referral earn 20% -50% view Advertisements.
4⃣ view & offers

*Example for buying a Ad Service and getting 110% ROI
You buy a Ad Service for $10 and this will give you 110% ROI $11
Your Upline gets up to $1 commission from purchase.
*Example for buying a Ad Service and getting 120% ROI
You buy a Ad Service for $25 and this will give you 120% ROI $30
Your Upline gets up to $2.50 commission from purchase.

Please Help: Save paper and save tree .

